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Packaging Paper at a glance

Applications and
customers

Market exposure
Geographic focus

Trends

Virgin and recycled containerboard

Sack and speciality kraft paper

● Corrugated board and boxes
● Corrugated packaging converters

● Industrial bags, flexible packaging and

● 75% virgin containerboard
● 85% net market exposure in virgin grades

● Majority sack kraft paper
● 35% net market exposure

● Europe

● Sack kraft paper – global
● Speciality kraft paper – Europe

● Downsizing and lightweighting of packaging
● E-commerce
● Growing interest in appearance – shelf-ready

● Downsizing and lightweighting of

●

●

speciality applications
Sack kraft paper and speciality kraft paper
converters

packaging
Competition with plastic packaging

packaging and good printability of paper
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Strong market fundamentals
European demand growth (%) & capacities 2018-20E,
Containerboard

~3%

Demand growth (%) & capacities 2018-20E,
Sack & speciality kraft paper
2-3%

3%+
~2%
0.5-1%

Total

Virgin

Recycled

Global sack
kraft paper

European
speciality
kraft paper

Market demand
growth (mt)

~3.3

~0.5

2.8+

Market demand
growth (mt)

0.1

0.2-0.3

Announced
capacities (mt)

3.3

0.3

3.0

Announced
capacities (mt)

0.1

0.2

Source: RISI, AWA and Mondi estimates
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Strategic value drivers in Packaging Paper

Value creation initiatives – some examples

Packaging Paper
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Continuous improvement to maintain
leadership

2

Leveraging our cost advantage to
roll-out innovative products

3

Pro-active initiatives to develop
customer intimacy
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1 Continuous improvement initiatives
Source of operating profit1 impact

Number of projects

Commercial/
supply chain

● Unified and embedded
culture of continuous
improvement

15%
527
458

45% Operations

338
40%
Procurement
2015

2016

● Regular tracking of
project pipeline and
project execution

● Significant
contribution to
business unit result

2017B
June
2017

1 Related to excellence initiatives
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1 Operational excellence in action
Mill example
Total efficiency, %

Output pulp mill (tonnes), indexed

94

130

92

120

● Kick-off 2014

90

110

● Supported by

0
2013

2014

Wood consumption

2015
(m3/adt),

2016

100
2017E 2013

2014

2015

2016

2017E

● Regular

Energy cost (€/tonne produced), indexed

indexed

100

management
reviews

100

● Significant

98
80

96
94
0
2013
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in-house
excellence team

operating profit
impact

60
2014

2015

2016

2017E

0
2013

2014

2015

2016

2017E
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1 Deep-dive single initiative
Starch example
Price differential native starch1
January 2017

Roll-out status
% of total starch use
13%

100% potato starch
dependency

46%

Ongoing tests to
replace 100% potato
with alternative
starch types

41%

Alternative
starch types

-45%
100% potato
starch
dependency

Alternative
starch types
Potato
Starch

Corn
Starch

83%

17%
2013

20172

1 Paperchem – European price index
2 Alternative starch types include corn starch and blends
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2 Innovative products:
our success with unbleached kraft top liner
Product concept

Product description and end-uses

100% unbleached
softwood pulp on top ply
(30% of thickness)

● Market created by Mondi and developed
to +300kt of sales

● Customer advantages
○ Similar appearance to virgin grades
○ Higher performance than recycled grades
● Highly attractive to Mondi
○ Manufactured in locations with cost advantage
(Świecie and Štětí)

○ Strong profitability
(by using 50% less virgin pulp
than standard product)
100% unbleached recycled
pulp on bottom ply
(70% of thickness)
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2 Innovative products:
we plan to do it again with Kraft Top White
Product concept

Product description and end-uses
100% bleached hardwood
pulp on top ply
100% unbleached recycled
pulp on bottom ply

Printability (brightness), %
85
KTW2
80

(uncoated white top grades consumption
Europe 3.5mt at +2.5-3.0% p.a.)

● Superior product for customer
○ Surface quality like white top kraftliner
○ 10% less weight than white top testliner
● New business opportunity for Mondi
○ Produced on new machine in a location with cost
advantage – Ružomberok

○ Integrated bleached hardwood pulp
○ Cost advantage difficult to replicate

WTTL1

75

● Fast growing product

● Expected start-up 2020
0

2
1 White top testliner
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4
Strength, burst index(kPam2/g)
2 Kraft Top White
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3 Pro-active initiatives to develop customer intimacy

Seminar
“from fibre to
corrugated
board”

● 3 day seminar with 300
customers

● Started in 2002, 8th edition in 2017,
now every 3 years

Corrugated
board online
platform
(launch
October 2017)

EDI1
connection
with customers

● Direct connection to customers'
ERP systems

● Automates order placement,

● Online tool for customers to
submit questions to Mondi experts

○ Cost/weight optimisation for box
design

confirmation, delivery notification
and invoicing

○ Runability of paper

● Started in 2015; 2017 volume: 16%

● Online tools for product

and growing

optimisation

● 24/7 customer support
1 Electronic Data Interchange
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Packaging Paper:
Leveraging for growth the strong market fundamentals and
our cost advantaged asset base
● Strong market fundamentals, especially in virgin grades
● Continuously improving the business through capital investments and systematically
capturing cost out opportunities

● Creating opportunities through customer-centered innovations in products and processes
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QUESTIONS

Forward-looking statements disclaimer
This document includes forward-looking statements. All statements other than statements of historical facts included herein, including, without limitation, those regarding Mondi’s financial position, business strategy, market growth and developments,
expectations of growth and profitability and plans and objectives of management for future operations, are forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements are sometimes identified by the use of forward-looking terminology such as ‘believe’,
‘expects’, ‘may’, ‘will’, ‘could’, ‘should’, ‘shall’, ‘risk’, ‘intends’, ‘estimates’, ‘aims’, ‘plans’, ‘predicts’, ‘continues’, ‘assumes’, ‘positioned’ or ‘anticipates’ or the negative thereof, other variations thereon or comparable terminology. Such forward-looking
statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors which may cause the actual results, performance or achievements of Mondi, or industry results, to be materially different from any future results, performance or achievements
expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements. Such forward-looking statements and other statements contained in this document regarding matters that are not historical facts involve predictions and are based on numerous assumptions
regarding Mondi’s present and future business strategies and the environment in which Mondi will operate in the future. These forward-looking statements speak only as of the date on which they are made.
No assurance can be given that such future results will be achieved; various factors could cause actual future results, performance or events to differ materially from those described in these statements. Such factors include in particular but without any
limitation: (1) operating factors, such as continued success of manufacturing activities and the achievement
of efficiencies therein, continued success of product development plans and targets, changes in the degree of protection created by Mondi’s patents and other intellectual property rights and the availability of capital on acceptable terms; (2) industry
conditions, such as strength of product demand, intensity of competition, prevailing and future global market prices for Mondi’s products and raw materials and the pricing pressures thereto, financial condition of the customers, suppliers and the
competitors of Mondi and potential introduction of competing products and technologies by competitors; and (3) general economic conditions, such as rates of economic growth in Mondi’s principal geographical markets or fluctuations of exchange rates
and interest rates.
Mondi expressly disclaims

a) any warranty or liability as to accuracy or completeness of the information provided herein; and
b) any obligation or undertaking to review or confirm analysts’ expectations or estimates or to update any forward-looking statements to reflect any change in Mondi’s expectations or any events that occur or circumstances that arise after the date of
making any forward-looking statements, unless required to do so by applicable law or any regulatory body applicable to Mondi, including the JSE Limited and the LSE.
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